Film and Documentary
Full Event Title

Look & See Film Screening and Panel Discussion

Sponsoring
Academic
Department or
Administrative
Office

Office of the Chaplain

Name of Faculty or
Staff Member
Sponsoring Event

Jonathan Huggins

Sponsor’s Email

jhuggins@berry.edu

Sponsor’s Phone

7063782878

Date of Event

Wednesday, November 1, 2017

Time of Event

6:30 pm - 8:30 pm

Name of Presenter(s) Dean Tom Kennedy, Dr. Jordan Rowan Fannin, Dr. Brian Campbell
Estimated Duration
in Hours/Minutes

2 hours

Location of Event

Krannert Ballroom

Event Type

Film and Documentary

Film and
Documentary
Summary

This film attempts to look through the eyes of Wendell Berry, writer,
poet, teacher, and farmer, and see the stories of small generational
farmers in Henry County, KY, as a way to better understand the
struggles, hopes, and vital importance of rural land-based communities.

Film and
Documentary
Participation

Following the film, there will be a panel discussion where Dean Tom
Kennedy, Dr. Jordan Rowan Fannin, and Dr. Brian Campbell will offer
their reflections and thoughts about the film. There will also be a short
time for students to ask any questions about the film or contribute their
own thoughts to the discussion.

Film and
Documentary
Purpose

This film and panel discussion provides students an opportunity to
make contact with the issues and personalities of contemporary,
particularly rural America, promote moral and ethical reasoning, and
enables students to participate as fully as possible in the intellectual and
spiritual tradition of Berry College.

Film and
Documentary
Credentials

Wendell Berry, writer, poet, teacher, farmer, and outspoken citizen of
an endangered world, gives us a compelling vision of the good and true
life. Passionate, eloquent, and painfully articulate, in more than fifty
works – novels, short stories, poems and essays -- he celebrates a life
lived in close communion with neighbors and the earth while

addressing many of our most urgent cultural problems. A fierce and
caring critic of American culture and a long-time trusted guide for those
seeking a better, healthier, saner world, he has farmed a hillside in his
native Henry County, Kentucky, together with his wife, for more than
forty years.
Dean Tom Kennedy is the Dean of Evans School of Humanities,
Professor of Philosophy, and Assistant Provost of Administration at
Berry College.
Dr. Jordan Rowan Fannin is an Assistant Professor of Religion and
Philosophy at Berry College and she specializes in theology of place.
Dr. Brian Campbell is an Associate Professor of Anthropology &
Environmental Studies at Berry College.
Film and
Documentary
Copyright Law

The film is available in the public domain. Look & See Film:
http://lookandseefilm.com/

Film and
Documentary
Discussion

The qualified presenter(s) will speak on the topic for at least 10 minutes
prior to or following the showing of the film/documentary and then
allow for a brief question and answer period

